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Abstract

We produced 400 x 400 km Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) of the lunar poles
from Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) ranging measurements. To achieve
consistent, high-resolution DTMs of 20 m/pixel the individual ranging profiles
were adjusted to remove small track-to-track offsets. We used these LOLA-
DTMs to simulate illumination conditions at surface level for 50 x 50 km regions
centered on the poles. Illumination was derived in one-hour increments from
01 January, 2017 to 01 January, 2037 to cover the lunar precessional cycle of
18.6 years and to determine illumination conditions over several future mission
cycles. We identified three regions receiving high levels of illumination at each
pole, e.g. the equator-facing crater rims of Hinshelwood, Peary and Whipple
for the north pole and the rim of Shackleton crater, and two locations on a ridge
between Shackleton and de Gerlache crater for the south pole. Their average
illumination levels range from 69.5% to 82.9%, with the highest illumination
levels found at the north pole on the rim of Whipple crater. A more detailed study
was carried out for these sites as targets for a lander and/or rover equipped with
solar arrays. For this purpose we assumed a lander with a structural height of two
meters above the ground (height of the solar panels). Here average illumination
levels range from 77.1% to 88.0%, with the maximum found at the ridge between
Shackleton and de Gerlache crater on the south pole. Distances, sizes and slopes
of nearby Permanently Shadowed Regions (PSRs) as a prime science target were
also assessed in this case.
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1. Introduction

The lunar day lasts about 29.5 Earth-days, whereby the equatorial region of the
Moon is illuminated for about 15 Earth-days followed by a 15 Earth-day long
night. Near the poles, however, illumination is more complex and no specific
statement about the duration of illumination periods can be made. As a con-
sequence of the small 1.54◦ rotational obliquity, illumination in polar regions
differs considerably from that of regions at lower latitudes. The interaction of
grazing sunlight and large local topography variations leads to extreme illumina-
tion conditions. Permanently Shadowed Regions (PSRs) exist in close proximity
to areas receiving illumination for the greater part of the year with only short
periods in darkness of typically just a few days (Mazarico et al., 2011; Speyerer
and Robinson, 2013; Gläser et al., 2014). Accordingly, PSRs are amongst the
coldest areas on the Moon (Paige et al., 2010) and have long been believed to
harbor enhanced concentrations of volatiles and hence possibly also water-ice
(Watson et al., 1961; Feldman et al., 2001; Mitrofanov et al., 2012).
For future lunar missions, it can be assumed, that rovers, landers or astronauts
shall explore the lunar surface for longer time-scales than just a few days as was
the case during the Apollo era. The Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity, for
instance, has already traversed the Martian surface for more than twelve years
and has traveled more than forty kilometers only relying on solar power (Arvid-
son et al., 2015). Landing at locations with extended illumination and within
reach of PSRs, a prime science exploration target (Cohen et al., 2015), a mission
designed with traversing capabilities could repeatedly enter PSRs and recharge
close-by in sunlit areas. PSRs are proposed to harbor water-ice concentrations
(Watson et al., 1961), of which some were recently identified to be spots of
water-rich permafrost (Mitrofanov et al., 2012; Spudis et al., 2013; Miller et al.,
2014). Especially, the north polar craters Peary and Whipple were found to be
Neutron Suppression Regions (NSR) as measured by the Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter (LRO) Lunar Exploration Neutron Detector (LEND). NSRs are regions
with enhanced hydrogen content, which combined with the low temperatures
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inside some of the PSRs make them possible locations for water-rich lunar per-
mafrost (Mitrofanov et al., 2012). The local water-ice resources encountered in
these PSRs could be used for the production of fuel in addition to the recovery
of drinking water.
Several techniques are suitable to identify PSRs and regions of enhanced illu-
mination. For instance, Bussey et al. (1999) and Speyerer and Robinson (2013)
used lunar imagery for their studies. Margot et al. (1999) used Digital Terrain
Models (DTMs) of the lunar poles derived from Earth-based radar observations.
DTMs are advantageous because illumination conditions can be simulated over
very large time scales and are generally independent of time (e.g. an image
shows the instantaneous illumination for one specific time). Noda et al. (2008),
Bussey et al. (2010), Mazarico et al. (2011), McGovern et al. (2013), De Rosa
et al. (2012) and Gläser et al. (2014) all used laser-derived DTMs with ever
increasing resolutions from 470 m/pixel to 20 m/pixel. A technique to infer illu-
mination based on DTMs is shown in, e.g. Mazarico et al. (2011).
This study investigates illumination conditions at the north pole in greater detail
than previous studies and reveals areas of extensive illumination. This work
complements and also updates Gläser et al. (2014). The analysis is based upon
20 m/pixel DTMs derived from Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) (Smith
et al., 2010) ranging measurements. The focus of this work lies on a 50 x 50 km
area centered at each pole.

2. Data

For this study precise, large-scale and high-resolution LOLA-DTMs are needed
for both poles. LOLA is the laser altimeter onboard LRO, which was launched in
2009 and is still operational. At the laser pulse rate of 28 Hz, along- and across-
track spacing of the spots is just 10-12 m. The nominal ranging precision of the
instrument is 10 cm and its vertical accuracy is < 1 m (Smith et al., 2010, 2017).
In Gläser et al. (2014) a south-polar LOLA-DTM was already created using co-
registration techniques, which has been updated for this work. Accordingly, 400
x 400 km polar LOLA-DTMs sampled at 20 m/pixel were generated for this
work using the most recent LOLA data (up to LRO ES 48 - July 2016). For the
generation of the south-polar LOLA-DTM, single LOLA tracks were first co-
registered to a Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) DTM. For the north-polar DTM,
however, no appropriate NAC-DTM was available near the study area and hence
was exclusively processed using LOLA data. The initial DTM was chosen to
be a small-scale LOLA DTM centered at the north pole from which successively
larger areas were derived through co-registration in an iterative way (Gläser et al.,
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2013, 2014).
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Figure 1: Shaded and height color-coded 400 x 400 km LOLA-DTM with 20 m/pixel resolu-
tion showing topography centered at the lunar pole. The area of interest for which illumination
conditions are investigated is marked by the black square. (a) North pole. (b) South pole. (c)
Inset of the 50 x 50 km area of interest at the north pole, black cross in the center marks the
position of the pole. (d) Inset of the 50 x 50 km area of interest at the south pole, black cross in
the center marks the position of the pole. All units are in kilometers and maps are displayed in
stereographic projection.

The LOLA data set contains 10,240 individual tracks above 60◦N and 28,629
tracks above of 60◦S. The vast difference in the amount of tracks is due to LRO’s
current (and initial, during commissioning) elliptical orbit with its periselene
near the south pole. Consequently, the aposelene is located over the lunar north
pole with a distance to the surface too large for the LOLA instrument to perform
range measurements (Smith et al., 2017). During the nominal mapping orbit
LRO was in a circular orbit from which it was possible to range globally.
For the generation of our polar DTMs (>∼83◦N/S), only co-registered tracks
meeting certain quality criteria were used in the processing (for more informa-
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tion about co-registration quality criteria please see (Gläser et al., 2013)). Finally
6,281 co-registered tracks consisting of 84,876,446 LOLA surface-spots make
up the north-polar DTM and 12,179 co-registered tracks containing 161,138,573
spots were processed to create the south-polar DTM (Fig. 1a,b).
The 50 x 50 km area of interest centered at the north pole (Fig. 1c) contains
6,250,000 20 x 20 m sized pixels, of which 4,178,695 pixels are filled with be-
tween 1-12 LOLA-spots (in total the DTM contains 7,256,206 spots). Conse-
quently, 67% of the pixels in Fig. 1c are created from actual LOLA-spots and
33% are filled by interpolation. To assess the error introduced by the interpola-
tion using the Generic Mapping Tool (GMT) surface routine, every third pixel in
the DTM was deleted and then interpolated again (Wessel et al., 2013; Smith and
Wessel, 1990). The resulting height residuals are normal distributed around zero
and have a standard deviation of ten centimeters. Most height differences occur
at steeper regions within the DTM, such as along the walls of larger craters of
which some reach the one meter level. The rather small errors due to the interpo-
lation can be explained by self-affine lunar topography and the fact that the used
interpolation technique assumes a positively autocorrelated topography function.
At the poles, which are part of the lunar highlands, Hurst exponents above 0.95
are typical. A Hurst exponent of 1 implies self-similar topography where the
roughness at small scales is exactly replicated at large scales (Rosenburg et al.,
2011).
Similarly, the area of interest centered at the south pole (Fig. 1d) also contains
6,250,000 20 x 20 m sized pixels, of which 4,835,123 pixels are filled with be-
tween 1-16 LOLA-spots (in total the DTM contains 9,855,592 spots). Hence,
77% of the pixels in Fig. 1d are created from actual LOLA-spots and 23% are
filled by interpolation. The 400 x 400 km south-polar DTM shown in Fig. 1b
shows an increase of 9% of pixels filled by at least one LOLA spot when com-
pared to the version presented in Gläser et al. (2014).
For the displayed areas in Fig. 1c,d a horizon map data-base was derived, which
is needed to simulate illumination (Mazarico et al., 2011). Horizon maps de-
scribe the visible horizon line as seen from each pixel in the DTM. An example
of such a horizon line seen by an observer located directly at the north pole is
shown in Fig. 2. Once the horizon line of a specific location on the Moon is
known it is straight forward to derive illumination. Here, the azimuth, elevation
and size of the solar disk at a certain time is compared to the horizon line and
the fraction of the visible solar disk can be determined (Mazarico et al., 2011;
Gläser et al., 2014). From the comparison of horizon maps with the location
of the Sun over many time-steps average illumination values can be derived for
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each location. Average illumination is calculated by summing up and averaging
all visible fractions of the solar disk, which results in a numeric value between
zero (Sun was never visible) and 1 (Sun was always fully visible). However, a
value of 0.5, for instance, could mean half of the solar disk was visible the whole
time or the Sun was fully visible for half the time and not visible the other half.
In reality the distribution of visible solar disk fractions will be more complex
and hence average illumination is a good indicator of how intensely a location is
illuminated but not necessarily how long in time.
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Figure 2: Plot of the horizon as seen by an observer at the north pole at surface level. (a) Horizon
line plotted on the DTM, where the x-axis indicates 0◦ azimuth counting counter-clockwise. The
north pole is marked with a white x. (b) The horizon is displayed in degrees above the local plane
(elevation) along the azimuth. The horizon line is color-coded by the distance to the obstructing
topography (horizon). Note: the maximum elevation of the Sun at the poles is 1.54◦.

3. Results

Illumination at the poles depends not only on local topography and the slight
seasons caused by the 1.54◦ tilt, but also on the height above ground and on the
lunar precessional cycle. In order to specify regions that are favorable landing
sites over larger time scales, we simulated illumination near the poles over a
twenty-year period (01 January, 2017 to 01 January, 2037). This period covers
a full lunar precessional cycle of 18.6 years and all seasonal and orbital illumi-
nation effects. Further we investigated illumination at surface level and at two
meters above ground. For the classification as a potential landing sites at each
pole, we first identified the regions with highest average illumination at surface
level. We then identified clusters of high average illumination at two meters
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above ground at each site, which are most favorable for power generation by
solar panels. Further, we identified PSRs within each region and evaluated the
shortest distance to the potential landing site clusters. Here, the establishment of
a hybrid landing site for equipment supporting a robotic and/or human mission
would be most viable. Although most of the sites we investigated in detail have
been reported in previous studies our resolution is higher than in all previous
image and DTM-based studies (Bussey et al., 1999; Noda et al., 2008; Bussey
et al., 2010; Mazarico et al., 2011; De Rosa et al., 2012; Speyerer and Robinson,
2013). Further, the temporal resolution by simulating illumination on DTMs is
superior than any image-based approach.

Illumination at surface level. First, we investigated polar illumination conditions
at surface level and assembled average illumination maps (Fig. 3a,b). These
maps display average illumination over the twenty-year period sampled each
hour. The maps also show three regions at each pole that contain locations with
distinctively higher average illumination levels (>∼70%) than the surroundings.
At the north pole the three regions are all located on equator-facing crater rims,
namely of Hinshelwood, Peary and Whipple craters. To assess the robustness of
the identified locations the resolution of the DTM was altered and illumination
was re-calculated for the case of Whipple crater. As expected, these sites are
persistent when evaluating at a coarser resolution of forty meters where the cal-
culated illumination is generally even higher due to the smoothing of the horizon
(Gläser et al., 2014). But also on a DTM with a resolution of ten meters the
locations of high average illumination persist and confirm the previous findings.
Near the south pole one region is located on the rim of Shackleton crater and
two are found on a ridge between the Shackleton and de Gerlache craters, re-
ferred to as ’Connecting Ridge C1 and C2’ (De Rosa et al., 2012). The location
referred to as Shackleton region in this study comprises the two regions called
SR1 and SR2 in Gläser et al. (2014). Further the location referred to as Con-
necting Ridge C1 is the same as the one studied in Gläser et al. (2014) and the
location Connecting Ridge C2 is a newly discussed region. The identified lo-
cations form rather thin and elongated structures up to several kilometers along
the rims and ridges, whose width however, only reaches twenty to forty meters
(one to two pixels). The maximum average illumination of 82.9% is found near
the north pole along the rim of Whipple crater, revealing the site with the most
intense insolation. It also happens to be the polar location with the longest solar
visibility, describing the percentage of a given period in which any portion of the
Sun is visible. On average, 88.5% of the time the Sun is at least partially visible
there. Further, at this site a lander would also be exposed to the shortest maxi-
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mum time in shadow of just four days and five hours. For each site discussed in
this study the reported locations of maximum illumination and, if provided, the
maximum time in shadow from recent previous studies (Mazarico et al., 2011;
Speyerer and Robinson, 2013) are shown in Table 1. Only Connecting Ridge C2
was not previously reported in the literature and therefore no comparisons can
be shown. It can be noted that the results for maximum average illumination
from this study are always in between the two previous results, where Mazarico
et al. (2011) used a 240 meter per pixel LOLA DTM and Speyerer and Robinson
(2013) used 100 meter per pixel LRO Wide Angle Camera (WAC) images. The
reason for the difference is that Mazarico et al. (2011) overestimates illumina-
tion compared to this study due to smoothing of the close-range topography by
the larger grid size. The effect of DTM resolution on the resulting illumination
is discussed in Gläser et al. (2014). As mentioned earlier, the identified loca-
tions of high average illumination are only twenty to forty meters wide. Hence,
the lower resolution of the images used in the study of Speyerer and Robinson
(2013) compared to the LOLA DTM of this study is underestimating illumina-
tion since small-scale illuminated areas less than 100 meters across might not be
detected by WAC. Further, Speyerer and Robinson (2013) only determined the
average illumination over a one-year period where orbital and seasonal effects on
illumination are not well covered. Solar visibility is only reported in Mazarico
et al. (2011) and fits well to our findings given the difference in the resolution
of the used LOLA DTMs. Nevertheless Mazarico et al. (2011) finds the longest
solar visibility on the CR1 site near the south pole which is only the third best
site in this study. Maximum time in shadow is an important parameter regarding
the time a rover is exposed to very low temperature levels while there is no possi-
bility to charge the batteries. Beside for the south polar site CR1, this parameter
is only shown in Speyerer and Robinson (2013). Due to the higher temporal and
spatial resolution of this study the found maximum times in shadow are found to
be up to seventy percent shorter than reported in Speyerer and Robinson (2013).
Only at Shackleton crater the reported time in shadow for the most illuminated
spot is shorter in the image-based approach than in this study.
Also note that the location of maximum average illumination reported in Gläser
et al. (2014) is located at a different location than in this study. Although both
are located on the rim of Shackleton crater they are roughly three kilometers
apart and differ by about five percent in illumination. This is due to the improved
topography of the LOLA DTM in this study. All six sites are in close prox-
imity to several small (up to one-hundred meters in diameter) to medium-sized
(one-hundred meters to one kilometer in diameter) PSRs. Table 1 summarizes
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the findings of the study of illumination conditions over twenty years at surface
level and also shows the results from Mazarico et al. (2011) and Speyerer and
Robinson (2013).
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Figure 3: Average illumination (shown from 0-80%), calculated at surface level for a twenty-year
period from January 1, 2017 to January 1, 2037 and sampled hourly. The black crosses indicate
the location of the pole, the smaller dashed circle is drawn 0.5◦ from the pole, the second circle
at 1◦. (a) North pole: The three areas with highest average illumination are the equator-facing
rims of Hinshelwood (H), Peary (P) and Whipple (W) craters. (b) South pole: The three areas
with highest average illumination are Shackleton crater (S) and two regions on Connecting Ridge
(C1), (C2). Map axis units are in kilometers and map is displayed in gnomonic projection.

Illumination at two meters above ground level. We assume that future lunar sur-
face missions aiming for either of the poles, will mainly or exclusively rely on
solar power. Solar power is virtually the only long-term energy source available
for future lunar surface missions. Such solar arrays will be deployed up to sev-
eral meters above ground, where illumination levels can be substantially higher
than at surface level. Locations receiving extended illumination are most attrac-
tive because an almost continuous power supply can be guaranteed. Due to the
absence of an atmosphere, power management can be assessed with confidence
based solely on surface topography and geometry. Illumination conditions at a
height of two meters above ground were investigated over the twenty-year period
to simulate insolation received by solar panels mounted on a rover or lander. As
can be seen in the corresponding average illumination maps, the aforementioned
regions of high average illumination at surface level grow substantially in size
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Site
Max. average Solar Max. time

Latitude Longitude illumination visibility in shadow
[◦] [◦] [%] [%] [h]

North pole
Hinshelwood, H

This study 89.6564 326.44 72.6 81.2 392
Mazarico et al. (2011) 89.65 326.13 80.6 86.9 -

Speyerer and Robinson (2013) 89.660 324.1 37.0 - 650

Peary, P
This study 89.7260 123.11 69.5 78.3 334

Mazarico et al. (2011) 89.85 110.38 78.1 85.0 -
Speyerer and Robinson (2013) 89.723 122.8 44.7 - 445

Whipple, W
This study 89.3766 126.48 82.9 88.5 101

Mazarico et al. (2011) 89.37 126.80 84.6 89.4 -
Speyerer and Robinson (2013) 89.370 127.6 63.3 - 303

South pole
Connecting Ridge, C1

This study -89.4505 222.84 76.0 81.3 268
Mazarico et al. (2011) -89.45 222.69 89.0 92.7 141.12

Speyerer and Robinson (2013) -89.418 221.3 64.2 - 308

Connecting Ridge, C2
This study -89.3157 245.94 75.6 80.6 166

Shackleton, S
This study -89.7849 203.97 81.0 85.5 221

Mazarico et al. (2011) -89.78 204.27 86.7 90.5 -
Speyerer and Robinson (2013) -89.740 201.2 71.6 - 145

Table 1: List of locations at the lunar poles with high average illumination at surface level aver-
aged over a twenty-year period. Latitude, longitude, solar visibility and longest time in shadow
found in this study, Mazarico et al. (2011) and Speyerer and Robinson (2013) are reported for
each site if available. Note that this study and the one carried out by Mazarico et al. (2011)
are based on a LOLA DTM of 20 and 240 m/pixel, respectively, and over a twenty year period.
Speyerer and Robinson (2013) used 100 m/pixel WAC images over a period of one year.

and intensity when raised two meters above ground (Fig. 4a,b). The locations
receiving high average illumination levels now stretch up to several hundred me-
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ters across the crater rims and ridges. The maximum average illumination of
88.0% is now found at the south pole at Connecting Ridge (C1) (Fig. 4b). There
also the longest solar visibility of 92.1% is found. Note that the locations found
at two meters above ground do not coincide with the locations of maximum av-
erage illumination at surface level. Also note, that at Peary and Shackleton crater
the location of longest solar visibility does not coincide with the location of max-
imum average illumination. The maximum times in shadow for Hinshelwood,
Peary, Connecting Ridge C1 and Shackleton are up to seventy percent shorter
than at surface level. Contrary, Whipple and Connecting Ridge C2 do not ben-
efit from raising the observer by two meters above ground regarding maximum
time in shadow. Table 2 summarizes the findings of the study of illumination
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Figure 4: Average illumination (shown from 0-80%), calculated two meters above ground for
a twenty-year period from January 1, 2017 to January 1, 2037 and sampled hourly. The black
crosses indicate the location of the pole, the smaller dashed circle is drawn 0.5◦ from the pole,
the second circle at 1◦. (a) North pole: The three areas with highest average illumination are
the equator-facing rims of Hinshelwood (H), Peary (P) and Whipple (W) craters. (b) South pole:
The three areas with highest average illumination are Shackleton crater (S) and two regions on
Connecting Ridge (C1), (C2). Map axis units are in kilometers and map is displayed in gnomonic
projection.

conditions over twenty years at 2 m above ground.
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Site
Max. average Solar Max. time

Latitude Longitude illumination visibility in shadow
[◦] [◦] [%] [%] [h]

North pole
Hinshelwood, H 89.6561 326.34 81.5 89.3 203

Peary, P
89.8521 109.80 77.1 85.06 124
89.8519 110.04 77.0 85.09 124

Whipple, W 89.3663 128.11 85.1 90.8 101
South pole

Connecting Ridge, C1 -89.4398 222.83 88.0 92.1 112
Connecting Ridge, C2 -89.3130 245.98 78.1 82.0 165

Shackleton, S
-89.6866 197.19 85.5 89.4 66
-89.7815 204.70 82.1 89.8 65

Table 2: List of locations at the lunar poles with high average illumination at two meters above
ground averaged over a twenty-year period. Latitude, longitude, solar visibility and maximum
time in shadow are given for each site.
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Potential landing sites near PSRs. For each of the six sites near the poles at
least one nearby PSR was identified, which lies closest to a cluster of high av-
erage illumination. The PSRs of interest were defined as areas where the Sun
was not visible over the chosen twenty-year period at surface level and have an
extent of at least 1,200 m2 (three pixels). Slopes encountered within the PSRs
are reported, which are a good approximation of the maximum expected slopes
needed to be traversed by a rover from nearby terrain. Water-ice within PSRs is
stable as far as ten degrees latitude from the poles. Even if the PSR is subject to
nearby stray light and subsequent heating, water-ice in unshaded regions within
two degrees latitude is stable in the subsurface (Vasavada et al., 1999). Hence,
it can be expected to find surficial water-ice which may be only covered by a
very thin regolith layer. In figures 5 and 6 average illumination at two meters
above ground is shown for each of the six sites. Here, PSRs (at surface level)
are represented in white and locations with average illumination above or equal
70% are shown in black.
On the rim of north-polar Hinshelwood crater, we identified three clusters of high
illumination (H0, H1, H2) and for each one the closest PSR was found (Fig. 5a).
The maximum average illumination at each cluster is 81.5%, 74.1%, 75.0% and
the longest solar visibilities are 89.3%, 81.1%, 82.3% for H0, H1 and H2 respec-
tively. The extent of the cluster at H0 is 82,400 m2 and is almost a continuously
connected area. The nearby PSR located 680 meters away amounts to 5,200 m2,
where an average slope of 8.2◦ and a maximum slope of 11.9◦ can be found.
Further west along the rim of Hinshelwood the two sections of the cluster H1
appear, situated on a superimposed crater rim. In total the cluster covers 19,600
m2 with the two almost identically sized sections adjoining a 1,200 m2 sized PSR
in one hundred meter distance with an average and maximum slope of 2.7◦ and
3.5◦. The last cluster, H2, is situated diametrically opposite to H1 on the other
side of the superimposed crater. The 36,800 m2 area is 520 meters away from
the closest and rather large PSR of 320,400 m2 with an average slope of 15.8◦

and a maximum slope of 22.1◦.
Situated on the rim of Peary crater also three clusters of high illumination (P0,
P1, P2) were found with maximum average illumination of 77.1%, 72.7%, 74.7%
and longest solar visibilities of 85.1%, 80.3%, 82.2% respectively (Fig. 5b). The
areal extent of the cluster P0 amounts to 36,000 m2 and is only 130 meters away
from the nearby 1,200 m2 PSR where an average slope of 4◦ and a maximum
slope of 5.5◦ can be found. Following the rim southwards, the 10,400 m2 cluster
of P1 surrounded by three PSRs with a total size of 34,000 m2 emerges. Within
the PSRs an average slope of 8.9◦ and a maximum slope of 15.1◦ are encoun-
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tered. All three PSRs are almost in equal distance to the cluster with a minimum
of sixty meters. P2 consists of two clusters of a total of 26,800 m2 with a 3,600
m2 PSR in 310 meters distance. Here, the average slope is 5.1◦ and the maximum
slope is 9.7◦.
On the rim of Whipple crater two rather long clusters W0 and W1 of 175,600 m2

and 48,800 m2 were identified with maximum average illumination of 85.1% and
76.9% and maximum solar visibilities of 90.8% and 83.1% (Fig. 5c). For W0
the nearby PSR is only 40 m away and has a size of 1,200 m2 with an average
slope of 4.3◦ and a maximum slope of 7.0◦. It is located in the upper half of the
cluster on the side of the rim facing away from Whipple crater. The larger PSR
closest to W1 spans 14,400 m2 and is 350 m away with an average and maximum
slope of 12.5◦ and 20.0◦.
Beside the maximum slope encountered at Hinshelwood H2, all slopes are below
the maximum angle of 21.8◦ inclination that a lunar rover can pass (Sheng and
Wei-Dong, 2014). The results for the north-polar sites are summarized in Table
3.

The three chosen sites near the south pole are displayed in Fig. 6. At C1 along
Connecting Ridge two clusters can be identified, C1-0 and C1-1, with maximum
average illumination levels of 88.0% and 81.3% and longest solar visibilities of
92.1% and 86% (Fig. 6a). The cluster C1-0 spans an area of 135,200 m2 of al-
most continuously connected spots of high average illumination with a 5,200 m2

sized PSR in one hundred meters distance. The average slope within the nearby
PSR is 8.4◦ and the maximum encountered slope is 12.8◦. The second cluster,
C1-1, spans 26,800 m2 just seventy meters next to a 9,600 m2 sized PSR with
an average and maximum slope of 9.2◦ and 13.7◦, respectively. Previous rover
simulations showed that a small amount of mobility in this region could keep the
rover illuminated for 94.4% of the year with the longest eclipse lasting 101 hours
(Speyerer et al., 2016).
Further along the ridge, C2 is found. Here, two clusters, C2-0 and C2-1, exist
(Fig. 6b). The maximum average illumination levels are 71.6% and 78.1% and
the longest solar visibility is found to be 75.1% and 82.0% respectively. C2-0
spans 4,400 m2 next to an almost equally sized 5,600 m2 large PSR in sixty me-
ters distance. Here, the average slope is 8.4◦ and the maximum slope is 11.5◦.
The 11,600 m2 cluster of C2-1 is found eighty meters next to a 22,800 m2 PSR
with an average and maximum slope of 12.1◦ and 17.1◦.
The last site is located on the rim of Shackleton crater, where we identified three
clusters, S0, S1 and S2. The clusters have a maximum average illumination of
85.5%, 84.3% and 73.9% with longest solar visibilities of 89.4%, 89.8% and
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Figure 5: The three identified north-polar areas receiving the highest accumulated illumination
(shown from 0-80%) at two meters above ground over the chosen twenty-year period. The areas
of high average illumination (>70%) are shown as black pixels and PSRs are shown as white
pixels. (a) At Hinshelwood crater, three clusters of high average illumination are found at H0,
H1, H2 with nearby PSRs. (b) Three clusters P0, P1, P2 are found at Peary crater. The chosen
PSR at P1 is composed of three PSRs surrounding P1. (c) At Whipple crater two clusters with
PSRs nearby are found. Map axis units are in kilometers and map is displayed in gnomonic
projection.

78.8%. Note, that despite the fact that the location with the highest average il-
lumination on Shackleton crater rim is found at cluster S0, the location with the
longest solar visibility is found at S1. At S0 we find a continuous cluster of
21,600 m2 next to two PSRs of a total of 58,400 m2 in 370 meters distance. The
average slope within the PSR is 8.6◦ with a maximum slope of 17.0◦. Along the
rim towards the south pole we identified S1 with almost continuous 120,400 m2,
of which parts are enclosing a PSR of 4,400 m2 in just thirty meters distance.
Here the average slope is 7.9◦ with a maximum slope within the PSR of 11.1◦.
The last cluster of S2 is composed of a total area of 31,200 m2 which is rather re-
motely connected. It adjoins the nearby 1,200 m2 PSR in eighty meters distance,
where an average slope of 3.6◦ and a maximum slope of 6◦ can be found.
At the proposed south-polar sites all slopes are below the maximum angle of
21.8◦ inclination that a lunar rover can pass (Sheng and Wei-Dong, 2014). The
results for the south-polar sites are summarized in Table 3.
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Figure 6: The three identified south-polar areas receiving the highest accumulated illumination
(shown from 0-80%) at two meters above ground over the chosen twenty-year period. The areas
of high average illumination (>70%) are shown as black pixels and PSRs are shown as white
pixels. (a) C1 at Connecting Ridge incorporates two clusters of high average illumination C1-
0 and C1-1. (b) C2 also contains two clusters C2-0 and C2-1. (c) At Shackleton crater rim
three clusters with PSRs nearby can be identified. Map axis units are in kilometers and map is
displayed in gnomonic projection.
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Crater, Site

Maximum Maximum Size Size Distance Maximum
Average Solar of of to Slope

Illumination Visibility Cluster PSR PSR PSR
[%] [%] [m2] [m2] [m] [◦]

North pole
Hinshelwood, H0 81.5 89.3 82,400 5,200 680 11.9
Hinshelwood, H1 74.1 81.1 19,600 1,200 100 3.5
Hinshelwood, H2 75.0 82.3 36,800 320,400 520 22.1

Peary, P0 77.1 85.1 36,000 1,200 130 5.5
Peary, P1 72.7 80.3 10,400 34,000 60 15.1
Peary, P2 74.7 82.2 26,800 3,600 310 9.7

Whipple, W0 85.1 90.8 175,600 1,200 40 7.0
Whipple, W1 76.9 83.1 48,800 14,400 350 20.0

South pole
Connecting Ridge, C1-0 88.0 92.1 135,200 5,200 100 12.8
Connecting Ridge, C1-1 81.3 86.0 26,800 9,600 70 13.7
Connecting Ridge, C2-0 71.6 75.1 4,400 5,600 60 11.5
Connecting Ridge, C2-1 78.1 82.0 11,600 22,800 80 17.1

Shackleton, S0 85.5 89.4 21,600 58,400 370 17.0
Shackleton, S1 84.3 89.8 120,400 4,400 30 11.1
Shackleton, S2 73.9 78.8 31,200 1,200 80 6.0

Table 3: List of clusters at Hinshelwood, Peary and Whipple craters with favorable illumination
conditions at two meters above ground (column one). Shown are the maximum average illumi-
nation and solar visibility of each cluster in percentage (columns two and three), the size of the
cluster and the PSR in square-meters (columns four and five), and the closest distance between
the cluster and the PSR in meters (column six) and the maximum encountered slope within the
PSR in degrees (column seven).
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4. Conclusion

A north polar LOLA DTM was generated and a previously created south po-
lar LOLA DTM was updated for this work. Based on illumination simulations
on these LOLA DTMs we identified a total of six potential exploration sites
near both lunar poles characterized by long illumination and proximity to a PSR.
On the north pole we identified the three sites along the crater rims of Hinshel-
wood, Peary and Whipple crater and at the south pole two sites along Connecting
Ridge and one on the rim of Shackleton crater. We found that these sites are typ-
ically illuminated for about 90% of the time. The almost constant illumination
at the identified sites would guarantee longer mission durations on the lunar sur-
face than previous endeavors. In general the long, obviously dark and hence
extremely cold lunar night is the main problem for the electronics carried by sur-
face mission. At the identified sites the lunar night is short and vital equipment
can either be heated electronically or by the Sun. Maximum times in shadow of
less than three and up to eight days were calculated for these sites, which is only
20-50% of the lunar night. Encountered slopes at the proposed sites typically do
not exceed the maximum angle of inclination for a lunar rover and hence rovers
could repeatedly traverse between PSRs and illuminated spots.
For a robotic mission towards the north pole, Whipple crater represents the most
favorable landing site because the largest area of high average illumination and
also the highest average illumination are found here. The two clusters W0 and
W1 are almost connected and would allow for traversing along both clusters to
maximize time in the Sun, similar to the work of Speyerer et al. (2016) at Shack-
leton crater. Although the identified nearby PSRs are small and might not harbor
surficial water-ice due to stray light from very close sunlit areas, detection of ice
might be possible within the upper layer of regolith (few centimeters to decime-
ters), which would help in understanding subsurface migration of water-ice and
cold traps in general (Schorghofer and Taylor, 2007). Also, the large PSR inside
Whipple crater is only few kilometers away and could either be investigated re-
motely or in-situ. At Hinshelwood slightly lower illumination levels and briefer
durations in the Sun are found with an overall smaller area of high average illu-
mination than at Whipple crater but with a much larger nearby PSR. The large
PSR inside Hinshelwood is also within reach. The clusters at Peary crater are
least favorable with regard to size and illumination level.
Near the south pole, Shackleton crater is the analog site to Whipple crater on the
north pole. A similar distribution, size and illumination of the clusters along the
rim can be found. Although the distance to the nearby PSRs and to the large PSR
inside Shackleton is comparable to that of Whipple, the total size of the PSR is
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much larger at the south pole. Nevertheless, the clusters at Connecting Ridge C1
have similar attributes with even slightly longer and higher illumination levels.
The shape of the area of high average illumination makes C1 more accessible
for exploration. The second site on Connecting Ridge, C2, is the least favorable
regarding illumination and areal extent.
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